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MESSAGE FROM THE Seda CEO

The sustainability of SMMEs remains a challenge
not only in South Africa but throughout the world.
Programmes such as business incubation have been
put in place to help address the plight of failing small
business. Business incubation by its nature provides
holistic business support thereby ensuring the growth
and sustainability of the incubated SMMEs.
During the year under review Seda expanded the
number of Seda supported Business Incubation Centres
from 32 to 42. This translated into the support of
2 282 clients and the creation of 2 301 new jobs, which
was impressively above the set annual target.
On the other hand, SMMEs were supported through the
Technology Transfer Fund (TTF), which approved 99
applications to access appropriate technology that will
help develop their businesses to the next level. The
99 approved applications amounted to approximately
R40 million. TTF support was not limited to Business
Incubator clients only, but to Seda clients and clients
outside of Seda.
The work done by the Quality and Standards Unit
ensured that enterprises will be able to provide quality
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products and services and by improving their systems
and quality control. Improved turnaround times to deal
with requests enabled Stp to assist 159 clients with
conformity assessments and product testing.
We are confident that Stp is positioned to provide
appropriate interventions to small enterprises to
ensure their growth. These interventions significantly
assist in addressing barriers to entrepreneurship and
small enterprise growth, and are an integral part of the
solution to economic development and employment
creation.
The Stp will continue with their commitment; in the
words of Trade and Industry Minister, Dr Rob Davies
- “to facilitate the transformation of the economy
to promote industrial development, investment and
competitiveness and employment creation and to
facilitate broad-based economic participation through
interventions to achieve inclusive growth”.
In conclusion, we are proud of the work done by the Stp
team and Seda remains committed to its mandate to
support enterprises and ensure a significant contribution
to the South African economy.

Acting Executive Manager Stp
Mr. Siphiwo Soga

Business Incubation is proving to be the best way to
support, sustain and grow small enterprises and create
jobs, not only in South Africa but throughout the world.
The year under review provided Seda, through the Seda
Technology Programme (Stp), an opportunity to build
and improve its position in the enterprise development
space. The Stp comprises three units namely, Incubation,

Technology Transfer and Quality and Standards which
work together to support small enterprises.
Incubation has increased the number of Seda supported
incubators from 32 to 42, thus exceeding its incubation
performance targets during the past financial year.
The ten new incubators are Seda Alfred Nzo Agri-
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MESSAGE FROM THE Seda TECHNOLOGY
PROGRAMME EXECUTIVE

manufacturing Incubator (SANAMI), Seda Atlantis
Renewable Energy Business Incubator (SEREBI), Seed
Container Park (SECOPA), Seda Construction Incubator
(SCI), Seda Essential Oils Business Incubator (SEOBI),
Global Jewellery Academy (GJA), CHEMIN incubator in
KZN, Ekurhuleni Jewellery Programme (EJP), Kimberley
Diamond and Jewellery Incubator (KDJI) and another
Seda Construction Incubator (SCI).
Seda is conscious not only to focus on quantitatively
increasing the number of incubation centres but also
concentrate on qualitatively setting up centres that
will be sustainable for the benefit of the South African
economy at large as such, targets are set for both the
business incubators and Stp on an annual basis. In the
year under review, 376 SMMEs and 2 301 new jobs were
created and 2 282 clients supported.
The Technology Transfer Fund (TTF) received
additional funding which enabled the fund to approve
99 applications. Of the approved applications, 63 %
benefitted in the Agricultural sector while contribution
to the manufacturing sector accounted for 16 % of
approved applications.
A further 159 clients were assisted by the Quality and
Standards division with conformity assessments and
product testing. Over 570 clients received training
in national and international standards (ISO 9000, ISO
14000, OHSAS 18001, Food Safety, GMP and J2EX) and 35
clients were assisted in the implementation of Quality
Management Systems. The highlight for the Quality and
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Standard Unit was the successful pilot and launch of the
product design and packaging incentive which will be
fully rolled out in the coming financial year.
In heeding the call by Trade and Industry Minister,
Dr Rob Davies, to prioritise business incubation to grow
the SMME footprint, Seda is taking the challenge to
support well-managed incubators serious. Quarterly
contact sessions with all Incubator CEOs were held
during the year where challenges and opportunities
received attention.
I would like to take this opportunity to extend my sincere
appreciation to the Stp team and all centre managers
and CEOs of the various business incubation centres
for their dedication and commitment in providing
appropriate and quality interventions to our clients.
We also welcome the newly established business
incubation centres to the Seda family. The support and
guidance provided by the dti senior staff was invaluable
and instrumental in achieving the excellent results for
the year under review.
The additional funding made available by various
partners and stakeholders and their continued support
is appreciated. We look forward to growing the
incubation footprint and supporting more SMMEs.

Background
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BACKGROUND
Seda Technology Programme (Stp) is a unit of the
Small Enterprise Development Agency (Seda) which
focuses on sustainable enterprise development through
Technology Business Incubation, monitoring, evaluation
and improvement of service and product Quality and
Standards, and Technology Transfer Funding services
and support.
Stp seeks to stimulate economic growth and developmet
through facilitating technological innovation, increasing
the accessibility to, and utility of, technologies
and technical support for small enterprises whilst
at the same time improving the sustainability and
international competitiveness of small enterprises
supported through the programme. Stp, as a programme
of the dti, is therefore responsible for the provision of
both financial and non-financial technology transfer,
business incubation and quality support services for
small enterprises. All the services are provided through
the three units of Stp; Incubation, Technology Transfer,
and Quality and Standards.
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VISION
An internationally recognised Centre of Competence
that develops and supports innovative technology based
platforms for the creation and support of sustainable,
globally competitive SMMEs.

MISSION
To develop, support and promote small enterprises to
ensure their growth and sustainability.

THE Stp TEAM
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Stp Winners for
the dti Technology
Awards 2012
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STP WINNERS FOR THE dti TECHNOLOGY
AWARDS 2012

Award Category: Best Performing Incubator of the year
1. Mobile Agri Skills Development & Training (MASDT)
Centre Manager

Lynette Bezuidenhout

Physical Address

10 Bester Street North, Nelspruit, Mpumalanga, 1200

Telephone

013 754 1144

Cell phone

083 655 6937

Email Address

lynetteb@masdt.co.za

Website Address

www.masdt.co.za

SUMMARY:
The Mobile Agri Skills Development & Training (MASDT)
is a virtual outreach agriculture incubator
focusing on nurturing and developing emerging farmers with an intention of making them commercial
farmers. It provides technical and business skills as well as facilitating enterprise development through a
process of production development, market linkages and creation of proper management systems.
The MASDT’s has a Further Education and Training (FET) college registered with the Department of Higher
Education and accredited by AgriSeta and UMALUSI as a private service provider. The college is a licensee of
the Assessment College of South Africa and Business Start UP. All courses are unit standard-based according
to the South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA) requirements and the NQF framework. The course
material is aligned to outcomes of learning programmes; generic material is contextualised specific to subsector, and only accredited facilitators, assessors and moderators are employed or contracted.
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Award Category: Fastest Growing Incubatee
2. Grace Thoko Khoza
Owner

Grace Thoko Khoza

Physical Address

Stand No 834 Mangweni, Mpumalanga

Cell Phone

073 022 5249 / 082 25 1603

Email Address

stephans@agriwiz.co.za

SUMMARY:
Grace Thoko Khoza farms sugarcane under drip irrigation in the Nkomazi district in Mpumalanga. She
has two farming properties that she has access to, through Right to Occupy certificates. Khoza uses the
drip irrigation to apply water and nutrients to the sugarcane because it allows her to be most productive,
efficient and help her yield a good quality harvest. Her annual sugarcane harvest is supplied to TSB’s Komati
Mill.

Award Category: Best Performing Quality Intervention
3. Amelia Women Project CC
Owner

Amelia Ramphadi

Physical Address

No 3 Dublin Road, Unit 7, Bramley View, 2090

Telephone

011 346 1839

Cell Phone

082 784 1626

Email Address

amelia@ameliawproject.co.za

Website Address

www.ameliawproject.co.za

SUMMARY:
Amelia Women Project cc specializes in Commercial and Industrial cleaning services, Hygiene
services and manufacturing of cleaning detergents and personal care products.
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Awards Category: Best Performing Technology Transfer Intervention
4. Dream Team Packaging
Owner

Herschwell Hendricks

Physical Address

148 Conveyor Street, Unit 55, Sildale Park,
Silvertondale, Pretoria, Gauteng, 0184

Telephone

012 753 1059 / 1060

Cell Phone

072 956 6847

Email Address

herschwell@dreamteampackaging.co.za

Website Address

www.masdt.co.za

SUMMARY:
Dream Team Packaging has created a niche for itself in the manufacturing sector after realising that the market
was under supplied and many manufacturers sought a reliable supplier for pallets near to their operations. Most
of the local pallet suppliers have moved from Pretoria to Johannesburg and Dream Team Packaging got involved
in encouraging the development of local enterprises through skills sharing and a deliberate procurement policy
to use largely local suppliers to meet its requirements. Small scale enterprises and co-operatives engaged in
activities such as carpentry could benefit from the operations of such a venture. Through their policy that is
focused on job creation and employing individuals from previously disadvantaged communities in the area in
which it operates, the company has geared itself to alleviating poverty in the Eersterust / Silverton and Mamelodi
communities. Dream team Packaging has also linked up with incubators to secure the development of new
entrepreneurs.
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INCUBATION
• 40% of supported business were women-owned
SMMEs orProjects
• 89%
of supported business were Black-owned
SMMEsorProjects

The units continue to host CEO contact sessions
which are arranged on a quarterly basis. This has
in turn created a significant platform to discuss the
opportunities and challenges faced by the centres in
striving towards optimising service delivery to clients.

Senior Manager: Incubation
Ms. Tandeka Rozani
The Incubation unit has grown into a powerful business
vehicle for the incubation centres to coach, mentor
and provide support to small enterprises (SMMEs).
The performance of the incubation centres has been
impressive in the year under review, proving just
how powerful business incubation is as a catalyst for
business development and sustainability. Achievements
of the unit comprise:
•
•
•
•

376 new SMMEs were established
1514 SMMEs were supported
2301 permanent jobs were created
2284clients were supported
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In heeding a call by Trade and Industry Minister, Dr
Rob Davies, to prioritise business incubation to grow
the SMME footprint, Seda has contributed towards
“facilitating the transformation of the economy to
promote industrial development, investment, and
competitiveness and employment creation and,
facilitate the broad-based economic participation
through interventions to achieve inclusive growth”.
In so doing, Seda has prioritised the following as key
areas:
• Increasing Seda’s incubation footprint,
• Directing specific interventions to the small and
medium enterprise segment,
• Identifying and working with large scale projects and
cooperatives, and
• Prioritisation of growth sectors.
The number of Seda supported incubators has grown
tremendously in the 2012/13 financial year by increasing

its incubation footprint from 32 to 38 operational
centres with a further fournew incubators approved and
expected to be operational in the next financial year.
The additional new incubation centres that were
introduced are:
• SANAMI (Seda Alfred Nzo Agri-manufacturing
Incubator) in Mount Ayliff, Eastern Cape
• SAREBI (Seda Atlantis Renewable Energy Business
Incubator), Western Cape
• Secopa (Seed Container Park) in Soweto, Gauteng
• SCI (Seda Construction Incubator) in Kwa-Mashu,
KwaZulu-Natal
• Seobi (Seda Essential Oils Business Incubator) in
Nkandla, KwaZulu-Natal
• Global Jewellery Academy in Soweto

attracted a good turnout, with a combined participation
of approximately 520 participants.
There were three incubators launched in 2012/13
and these include Chemin in East London on 26 July
2012, Sarebi in Atlantis on 5 March 2013 and Secopa in
Diepkloof on 27 March 2013.

The newly approved incubators which will be
established in 2013/14 financial year are:
• CHEMIN in Durban, KwaZulu-Natal
• Ekurhuleni Jewellery Incubator in Germiston, Gauteng
• Kimberley Diamond and Jewellery Incubator in
Kimberley, Northern Cape
• Seda Construction Incubator in Ekurhuleni Metro,
Gauteng.
Seda’s National Incubation Day was held on the 27th
of March 2013 in three provinces -Secopa in Soweto,
Gauteng;MSI in Middelburg, Mpumalanga and at
Chemin in East London, Eastern Cape.The three events
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• 9
 Incubators located in Gauteng have
managed to establish 109 new SMMEs,
followed by Mpumalanga and KwaZuluNatal with 95 and 49 new SMMEs created,
respectively.
• 1
 0 SMMEs were created in the Free State
and North West through each one of their
incubators.
• T

he remaining provinces, with the
exception of Northern Cape, established
between 24 and 47 SMMEs.

• Seda’s 2012/13 portfolio of Incubators
managed to create 2301 jobs.
• K
waZulu-Natal took a lead in creating
1 233 job opportunities, majority of which
(1 090) were in the construction sector.
Gauteng and Mpumalanga created 535 and
244 jobs, respectively.
• F
 ree State and North West each contributed
to 10 and 11 jobs respectively. The
remaining 268 jobs was shared among the
other three provinces
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IKUSASA LETHU TRUST
Ikusasa Lethu Trust’s business is another step closer to
transforming rural farmers into the biggest essential oil
producing network in South Africa.
CHALLENGES

INTRODUCTION
Ikusasa Lethu Trust’s business operations started in 1999
as an essential oils grower and Agro-processor within
the agricultural sector.
The operations have shown consistent improvement in
all operations and applying reasonable Good Agricultural
Practices. The farmers are now able to produce
industry standard essential oils from crop cultivation,
crop management, crop harvesting, crop processing
and primary beneficiation. They are also able to keep
scientific evidence of biomass/oil yield percentage. For
accreditation, the business has to apply for Organic
Certification each year in order to obtain higher prices
for their oils.
The project is now geared towards meeting local and
international market demand. However, the farmers do
not have the quantity as yet to export directly and are
still exporting through agents.
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o T
 he client had a very poor quality essential oil crop,
no proper technical skills, financial management,
business planning and marketing in place and no
testing facility was on site
o As a result, it produced essential oil yields of about
0.05% which was way below industry standards of
0.2% oil yield
o The business could not create market linkages for
their beneficiated products. It could not even access
funding and used local essential oil agents and
brokers to access export opportunities and markets
o Furthermore, like most poor rural farming operations,
Ikusasa Lethu did not have proper offices and
operational equipment. Despite having mentors, the
business produced poor quality oils which could not
directly end in the international market
SOLUTION
o T
 he fortunes of Ikusasa Lethu turned around in 2011,
when Stp held a meeting with the project members
in order to explain the incubation process to them.
Subsequent trips followed during the course of the
year, which entailed continuously preparing the
farmers for the incubation process
o It
 took a mere 12 months to sign the official incubation

contract with this community trust. Technical and
business development services were provided to the
project owners during this period
o 
All role players, who included the 50 family cooperatives which made up the Trust, traditional
leaders, local municipality and previous funders and
mentors, were consulted
o 
After constant mentoring and on-site training and
development the farmers were ready to implement
what they have been taught
RESULTS

plant was approved. The Agricultural Research
Council (ARC) intervened as well in the operations
and plans are afoot to establish a high-end nursery
on site
o The KwaZulu-Natal Agricultural Development Agency
(ADA) KZN has also awarded the farmers grant funding
to install an irrigation system on 20 hectares of land
o After their oils were tested in 2011 in France and
their oils being regarded as acceptable quality, the
female farmers entered and won the provincial Top
Export Entrepreneur award in their sector from
The KwaZulu-Natal Department of Agriculture,
Environmental Affairs and Rural Development.

o T
 he entire production development from cultivation,
harvesting and processing has proven to be a
resounding success as a ton of plant material produces
2.3 l instead of 500 ml. There is now a record total
yield of 0.23% against 0.05%. This increase accounts to
a massive 460% improvement, which has substantially
improved the project’s profitability
o To date, 32 family co-operatives have been registered
under the trust. Since inception of this community
trust in 1999, the members were not registered cooperatives and were merely represented at meetings
as members
o Through the Stp program, an application to install
a fully equipped testing facility at their processing
Percentage Oil Yield

Total oil yield per ha

Gross Value @ R9 per harvest

Before intervention

0.05%

5kg per harvest

R27 000-00

After intervention

0.23%

23kg per harvest

R124 200-00
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NONHLANHLA NGOMANE:
A PIONEERING YOUNG HERB FARMER IN SA

successfully obtained its Global Gap accreditation.
Ngomane, through Amaspice, is as an example of the
next generation of global competitive farmers in South
Africa, where an average age of a farmer today is 62.
CHALLENGES

INTRODUCTION
The first basil herb production started in September
2011 in Timbali’s new amaSpice Cluster. During that
time, Nonhlanhla Ngomane applied for a pre-incubation
intervention. Today she is part of Timbali’s amaSpice
incubation cluster and she is harvesting the herbs
three times a week. She started delivering basil to
Woolworths through Fresh To Go (FTG) for the first four
months without a cold room. Harvesting starts at 4am
during the summer months to avoid the heat of the day
and then the produce had to be driven to a commercial
farmer’s pack house to be packed and stored 20 km
away while she was waiting for the cold storage facility
in the supply chain infrastructure to be developed.
AmaSpice is operating under Global gap standards since
2012 and again achieved accreditation in January 2013.
The pack house was also audited in January 2013 and
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o In December 2011 trouble struck as the summer
temperatures got too high and increased rejections
were received from Woolworths due to wilting
o The year 2012 marked a steep growth curve when
Ngomane faced many challenges as she had to learn
many new things about this new crop. New product
supply chain systems had to be developed and
learned and this in itself posed countless challenges
o O
 ver the past years, Timbali was forced to find a
system that could leverage people to a point where
they can produce extraordinary results over and over
again in an advanced and fast-moving environment.

The value of Return to Vendor rejectionswas reduced from
R15 000 in 2012 to R2500 in 2013

SOLUTION
o In September 2011, Ngomane applied for a preincubation intervention
o Three months later, funding was received from Eskom
to install a cold storage facility. This opportunity was
used to start a Global Gap pack house for the herbs
grown in the amaSpice Cluster
RESULTS
o T
he funding received from Eskom to build a cold
storage ensured that all produce are packed onsite at Timbali and complete the supply chain into
Woolworths
o 
During the 19 month period that Ngomane was in

production, she and fellow cluster trainee farmers
were able to replace the biggest portion of basil
imports from Kenya into South Africa during winter
months
o Ngomane showed an attitude of resilience, belief in
herself and a follow-through attitude to successfully
reduce the return to vendor (RTV) produce from
Woolworths from R15 000 in 2012 to R2 500 in 2013
o 
Due to this dramatic reduction in RTV rejections
and her consistent ability to deliver both quality
and quantity throughout the year , Ngomane has
built a trusting relationship with her markets and
Woolworths, through the FTG, and added more
products to her basket
o 
The 2012 annual turnover was R236 025 and it
increased by 43 % to R544 956 in 2013.
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Income per Product in 2012 and 2013

AmaSpice annual turnover made a dramatic increase of 43% between 2012 and 2013
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
The Technology Transfer Unit continue to promote and
facilitate the transfer of technology that is appropriate,
effective and competitive to small enterprises. In
total 165 applications for technology interventions
were received for the year. In spite of a target of 30
TTF interventions for the year under review, 99 were
approved, thanks to the additional TTF funding received
in December 2012. The funds were availed to clear the
existing TTF backlog and to further fast track new TTF
applications that would have been funded in the next
financial year.
Of the 99 approved TTFs, 58 were clients from Seda
incubators while 46 were rural-based SMMEs and
41 businesses were owned by female entrepreneurs.

Senior Manager: Technology Transfer
Ms. Takalani Ramuthaga

Clothing & Textile
Manufacturing
Chemicals & Cosmetics
Food Processing
Agriculture/Farming
Services
ICT
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Figure 1: Approvals according to sector
- SMMEs approved for TTF per
sector in the last quarter of
2012/13.

In addition, the Technology Transfer Unit held
workshops with the Incubator staff, Seda business
advisors and branch managers from various provinces.
The workshops equipped participants on
TTF
procedures and processes, qualifying criteria and on
how to complete the technology transfer application
form.
Based on requests from other stakeholders, Seda
incubators and partner institutions, meetings and
presentations were also made in order to clarify TTF
processes and improve the quality of applications
received. The workshops and presentations have
contributed significantly to improvements in quality
of TTF applications received by the division during
the financial year.

To improve TTF processes, an online application
tool was developed in September 2012 to provide
applicants for the Technology Transfer Fund with
an easy to use online application platform, thus
automating the previous Excel application form and
TTF application processing to a web-based application
that can be accessed online. Among other benefits,
the application interface is user-friendly for second
economy businesses, allowing for protection of
the scoring system and the financial analysis from
tampering. At back-office, Seda staff members
handling applications are able to receive, store,
generate business cases and manage all information
and documents for TTF applications.
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EAT SMART ORGANICS
cooked and nutritionally balanced organic meals are
Ecocert certified and endorsed by the Heart and Stroke
Foundation.
CHALLENGE
Since their products contain no preservatives, the shelf
life can only be extended through expensive technology
like gas flushing and modified atmosphere packaging
equipment.

Locking in Goodness, Unlocking Growth
INTRODUCTION
Health food consumers are among the most demanding
of all. Just ask Juliette du Preez, co-owner of Eat Smart
Organics, which manufactures ready-to-eat organic
convenience meals and Smart juices at their factory in
Montague Gardens, outside Cape Town in the Western
Cape.
The company was established by a dynamic team of
women who each brought their respective specialised
skills to the business to make it a success. Their
innovative products, comprising three signature
“Smart Stack” packaging - consists of a protein
portion, carbohydrate portion and veggies. Their pre-
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Well packed!
This innovative team has
engineered and trademarked
its own signature packaging.
Each ‘Smart Stack’ has three
containers – one for the
protein portion of the meal,
one carbohydrate dish, and
one for the veggies.

SOLUTION

Thanks to the Seda Technology Transfer Fund..!

o W
 ith the assistance of a Seda business advisor, Eat
Smart Organics motivated and applied for funding
through Seda’s Technology Transfer Fund which was
approved.
o Seda also assisted with HR policies and procedures,
a critical planning exercise which looked at the
business’s 12-month financial projections and funded
marketing material that included signage.
o The TTF has enabled Eat Smart Organics to improve
their production capacity, efficiency and the shelf life
of their products.

In summary, in a 6 month period since acquiring the
Technology, we have produced 9 078 litres of product at
a turnover value of R314 704.
Of course, this is only the beginning – as we are able
to secure more contracts, the volume and value will
increase significantly.
Thanks again for all your assistance and interest in
our business!

RESULTS
o E
 at Smart Organics now supplies its produce in major
retail outlets.
o The annual turnover has increased by 105 % .
o Job opportunities have increased from 11 to 21.
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TUMING LEE STUDIOS (TLS)
services with traceable references and a solid track
record. TLS’s client list spans across five continents
- a technological firm in Egypt, a family radio station
in the US, a cosmetics multinational in France, a
pharmaceutical company in the UK as well as a
translations company in China.
CHALLENGES
LS was just a translation agency before the Seda
T
technology transfer fund intervention. With translation
as the main interest of TLS, the company could not
benefit from the possibilities that came with translation
work due to a lack of appropriate technology.

Tuming Lee Studios grows by leaps and
bounds
INTRODUCTION
Established in 2009, Tuming Lee Studios (TLS) specialises
in publishing of children’s literature that is tailor-made
for the education market. The books are all originally
written in Setswana and are further translated into
English and other African and non-African languages to
reach a diverse readership.
TLS is a Broad Based Black Empowerment, Level III
company that is youth-owned and 100% black femalemanaged. The company has now evolved into a multimedia publishing house and language agency that also
provides transcription, photography and videography

33
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SOLUTION
The Seda Technology Transfer Unit assisted the
company to acquire:
o 
Technology that enabled the company to produce
audio books in-house without sourcing out the service
o Technology that enabled the company to print high
quality book samples that were as close to the final
product as possible
o 
Software as well as a video camera and editing
solutions as part of the company’s expansion.

or woman who has succeeded against all odds. The
publication also features small business heroes and
heroines in various industries and the hurdles they
had to contend with in starting up their businesses.
The magazine was established out of a growing need
to offer heightened publicity around business plan
competitions and the socio-economic role they play
once these celebrated entrepreneurs have created
successful enterprises.

RESULTS
o T
 uming Lee Studios has developed from a translation
company into a multi-media publishing house and
language agency and has published various titles
o The company now provides transcription, photography
and videography services with traceable references
and a solid track record
o In March 2013, the company added an entrepreneur
magazine, KICKSTART to its current portfolio. The
bi-monthly magazine is sold nationwide through CNA
and other retail stores, and aims to highlight the man
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QUALITY AND STANDARDS
with the aim to enhance the manufacturing capabilities
of these small businesses.
Conformity assessment activity remained a critical tool
in building the efficiency and improving productivity in
small businesses as part of South Africa’s broad focus of
changing the industrial economic landscape.

Senior Manager: Quality and Standards
Mr. Tervern Jaftha
The Quality & Standards Unit’s role is to promote
the importance of quality and standards and to
provide technical support to SMMEs to improve their
competitiveness and industrial upgrading, thereby
improving the ability of SMMEs to actively participate in
the productive economy of South Africa.
The unit approved 32 applications for quality
management systems development and implementation.
These applications ranged from small businesses in steel
and civil engineering, civil and building construction,
packaging, food processing and confectionary, marine
waste management, automotive and manufacturing
of medical devices. Through this incentive 530 direct
jobs were sustained and 423 people trained on the
requirements of these sectors’ international standards,
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For the year under review, the unit provided conformity
assessment support to 159 SMMEs, out of which 123
received quality health check audits and 36 SMMEs were
approved for product testing and certification incentive
funding. A total of 133 products were also tested in the
fields of manufacturing, agro-processing, chemicals,
leather and foot ware, beverages, medical, petroleum
and IT software.
The unit conducted training to 571 SMMEs on the lower
end of the development pipeline. The unit hosted 65
quality management – the ISO 9001, strategic business
process improvement – (ISO 9000:2004) and product
design and packaging workshops in all provinces and
distributed more than 2000 ISO awareness booklets.
As part of the unit’s continuous improvement philosophy,
a new product design and packaging incentive
was piloted at 18 Seda incubator clients and three
cooperative product value chains. The Seda product
design training programme that will be linked to all
the Seda manufacturing incubators as design clinics
was also commissioned during the year under review.
The results of the pilot incentive are already showing,

with one of the participating incubatees –Tugo Build
– a manufacturer of children’s toys, receiving a R4m
contract from Pick n Pay after the industrial redesign
and packaging of the product.
Another beneficiary of the incentive– SLIEK– which
imports and manufactures a range of lactose intolerant
products and enzymes, currently supplies enzymes
to Woolworths. Through this incentive a dairy brand
extension such as yoghurts and cheese have been
designed.
As part of a commitment to seek new markets for
clients, the unit has been included in the State Owned
Enterprise Procurement Forum (SOEPF) which seeks
to eliminate technical barriers for small businesses to
trade with Stated Owned Enterprises (SOEs). The result
of this intervention is slowly gaining traction as more
Seda clients are now being absorbed in the supply chains
of SOEs.

As part of on-going support to the incubator network and
renewed focus on technology and innovation support to
incubatees and SMMEs, the Quality and Standards unit
joined forces with the Incubation unit to commission the
design of four new product testing laboratories in three
of the Seda incubators (Seda Essential Oil Incubator,
Mobile Agri-skills Incubator and Furntech).
All four laboratories will provide SMMEs with realtime product testing support, thereby enhancing the
acceptability of their products for local, regional and
international export markets.The mobile laboratory will
also be a first for SA and is an adoption of the SEBRIA
mobile laboratory that was viewed during the Seda
international study visit to Brazil in 2011.The Seda
mobile laboratory has been adapted to include a mobile
training facility and mechanisation service centre in
support of small emerging farmers.

Mobile Laboratory in Brazil
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The graphs below provided a graphic illustration of the Quality & Standards Units performance for the 2012/13 financial
year: Training & Development
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According to the data, 44% of the attendees were youth and 56% were adults.
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Based on the data, 44% of the attendees were youth and 56% were adults.

	
  

41% of the overall training consisted of youth and the remaining 59% were adults.
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Conformity Assessment
Product Testing / Certification – Geographic Spread

Business Management Systems based on International
Standards
Geographic spread:
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Product testing/certification sector spread

	
  

Sector spread:

The
Quality and Standard Unit
Success Stories
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CHEMEV COATINGS
opportunities, accreditation on QMS and from certifying
bodies such as SABS as well as linkages and the need for
mentorship, were some of the challenges experienced
by Chemev Coatings.
SOLUTION

INTRODUCTION
After quitting his job to explore new ventures, Wayne
Boggenpoel founded Chemev Coatings which started
operations in 2010. It manufactures high quality, waterbased architectural and decorative paints. He first
joined Chemin’s incubation programme through which
he managed to get start-up assistance in the first six
months of Chemev Coatings. This support included the
acquisition of suitable premises at Comsec Business
Development Centre from where the company operates,
business management skills training as well as the TTF
funding that enabled him to buy proper equipment.
CHALLENGES
Branding and marketing material for the company’s
building, access to funding sources, export markets and
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o C
 hemin supported Chemev coatings through many
integral phases of Boggenpoel’s personal and business
development by sending him on various skills training
programmes and initiatives. Chemin also assisted
Chemev with the implementation of a QMS system as
well as the SABS testing and SABS testing processes
and procedures. This led to Boggenpoel receiving TTF
funding which Chemin applied for on his behalf.
o C
 hemin’s assistance has helped Chemev Coatings’
business operations tremendously as previously
there were certain functions they couldn’t perform
especially related to the quality of paint which is
now consistent and of good quality.
o The training Boggenpoel received from Chemin has
been most beneficial, especially in Health and Safety
and waste management, this training has also assisted
in the implementation of the new QMS system.
RESULTS
o C
 hemev Coatings’ brand has been developed and it now
has visible marketing such as signage, professional
and fully SABS compliant product packaging
o 
Chemev Coatings has attracted more clients since
their products are SABS approved and tested, thus

implying that their products are safe and trusted.
o O
 ther accreditations such as QMS have also been
implemented
o Boggenpoel now has his own business equipment.
o The quality of products has drastically improved as
the new equipment ensures that batches which are
manufactured are consistent and of the best possible
quality.

o T
en job opportunities have been created since the
company started official operations in November
2010.
o Chemev Coatings has realised a massive increase in
turnover since Chemin’s intervention. At the time
when Boggenpoel joined the incubation programme
he was not trading. However, Chemev Coatings now
has a monthly turnover of approximately R100 000.
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LAWRENCE GLOBAL MANUFACTURING

Standards and quality attributed to fast
growing LG Manufacturing
INTRODUCTION
Lawrence Global Manufacturing, popularly known as LG
Manufacturing, is a dynamic, fast growing, 100% Black
Economic Empowerment company. It provides products
and services to the mining, agricultural and engineering
industries. The quality and dynamic nature of the
company’s services and product has led to constant
growth and retention of its client base.
LG Manufacturing places emphasis on sustained quality
and improvement of its business processes. It believes
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that its quality services and products have led to
satisfied customers who in turn, will return for and
refer potential clients to the company’s services and
products.
The company lists among others, Transnet Rail
Engineering, Efteq, Tegnovo, African Electrical
Technologies and BAE Systems as some of its customers.
The company offers the following services and
products:
• Manufacturing and supplying custom-made steel and
plastic products
• Fabrication and welding
• High definition CNC Plasma cutting

• CNC punching ,milling, turning, bending, pipe bending
• Design and development of custom-made products.
The company’s overall objective is to grow and become
the preferred supplier to all its customers and to
ultimately expand its operations both nationally and
internationally.
CHALLENGES
 he company could not break even or grow its turnover
T
due to lack of machinery

SOLUTION
o Stp Technology Transfer Fund provided a grant to
purchase a CNC guillotine and press brake
RESULTS
o A
 fter the Seda Stp funding, the company’s annual
turnover grew from R2,7million in 2011/12 to R7,5
million in 2012/13
o 
Six additional permanent job opportunities and a
further 5 temporary jobs were created.
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Key Financial
Data
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KEY FINANCIAL DATA
THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2013
For Seda to comply with its audit requirements for the Auditor-General, the Seda technology programme’s
finances have been audited as part of Seda for the 2012/13 financial year. Therefore no separate audited
financial statement for Stp exists and the audit opinion of Stp is covered by the Seda audit opinion which is
unqualified.

TOTAL REVENUE
PERSONNEL EXPENDITURE
PROJECT AND ADMIN EXPENDITURE
DEPRECIATION

31 MARCH 2013

31 MARCH 2012

R

R

147 320 787

112 831 164

10 436 686

8 926 078

139 234 609

100 435 376

155 620

205 555

An additional R40m was received from the dti for the Technology Transfer Fund that will be utilised during
2012/13 and 2013/14.
Stp has conscientiously applied the allocated funds in an efficient and transparent manner, enabling the
organisation to effectively support various projects and interventions mandated to it.
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List of
Incubators
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LIST OF ACRONYMS

AR

Annual Review

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

CHEMIN

South African Chemical Technology Incubator

EJP

Ekurhuleni Jewellery Programme

FET

Further Education and Training

FTG

Fresh To Go

GJA

Global Jewellery Academy

KDJI

Kimberly Diamond and Jewellery Incubator

KZN ADA

Kwa-Zulu Natal Agricultural Development Agency

LG

Lawrence Global

MASDT

Mobile Agri Skills Development and Training

SABS

South African Bureau of Standards

SANAMI

Seda Alfred Nzo Agri-manufacturing Incubator

SAQA

South African Qualifications Authority

SCI

Seda Construction Incubator

SECOPA

Seed Container Park

Seda

Small Enterprise Development Agency

SEOBI

Seda Essential Oils Business Incubator

SEREBI

Seda Atlantis Renewable Energy Business Incubator

SMME

Small Medium and Micro Enterprise

SOEPF

State Owned Enterprise Procurement Forum

SOEs

State Owned Enterprises

Stp

Seda Technology Programme

the dti

The Department of Trade and Industry

TLS

Tuming Lee Studios

TTF

Technology Transfer Fund
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LIST OF INCUBATORS

CENTRE

SECTOR

PROVINCE

CONTACT NUMBER

1

Chemin

Chemicals Industry

Port Elizabeth, Eastern
Cape

041 503 6700

2

Chemin

Chemical Industry

East London, Eastern
Cape

087 373 1150

3

Chemin

Chemical Industry

Durban, KwaZulu-Natal

078 450 8788

4

Downstream Aluminium
Centre for Technology
(DACT)

Aluminium fabrication
& casting

Richard's Bay, KwaZulu
Natal

035 797 1500

5

EgoliBio

Bio & Life Sciences

Pretoria, Gauteng

012 841 4571

6

Furntech Durban

Furniture
manufacturing

Durban, KwaZulu-Natal

031 579 3883

7

Furntech George

Furniture
manufacturing

George, Western Cape

044 871 0953

8

Furntech Head office

Furniture
manufacturing

Cape Town, Western
Cape

021 510 0080

9

Furntech Johannesburg

Furniture
manufacturing

Johannesburg, Gauteng

011 672 2185

10

FurntechMthatha

Furniture
manufacturing

Mthatha, Eastern Cape

047 531 1840

11

FurntechUmzimkhulu

Furniture
manufacturing

Umzimkhulu, KwaZuluNatal

039 259 0993

12

Furntech White River

Furniture
manufacturing

White River,
Mpumalanga

013 750 3066

13

Lepharo

Copper, Zinc and Base
Metals

Springs, Gauteng

011 363 3920
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14

MapfuraMakhura
Incubator (MMI)

Bio-fuels plant
production &
processing

Marble Hall, Limpopo

013 268 9324

15

Mpumalanga Agri-skills
Development & Training
(MASDT)

Agricultural Capacity
Building

Nelspruit, Mpumalanga

013 754 1144

16

Mpumalanga Stainless
Steel Initiative (MSI)

Stainless Steel
Processing

Middelburg,
Mpumalanga

013 246 1528

17

Seda Agricultural &
Mining Tooling Incubator
(SAMTI)

Mining & Agricultural
tooling

Bloemfontein, Free
State

051 507 3663

18

Seda Automotive
Technology Centre
(SATEC)

Automotive Industry

Roslyn, Gauteng

012 564 5592

19

Seda Construction
Incubator (SCI), Dundee

Construction

Dundee, KwaZulu-Natal

034 212 2074

20

Seda Construction
Incubator (SCI),

Construction

Durban, KwaZulu-Natal

031 309 4942

21

Seda Construction
Incubator (SCI),
Mmthatha

Construction

Mthatha, Eastern Cape

047 531 1840

22

Seda Construction
Incubator (SCI)

Construction

Port Elizabeth, Eastern
Cape

041 486 2595

23

Seda Construction
Incubator (SCI)

Construction

Kwa-Mashu, KwaZuluNatal

031 503 5225

24

Seda Construction
Incubator (SCI)

Construction

Erkhululeni, Gauteng

031 309 4942
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25

Innovation Technology
Business Incubator (Invo
Tech)

Mixed use High-Tech

Durban, Kwazulu-Natal

031 373 6792

26

Seda Essential Oils
Business Incubator
(SEOBI)

Essential Oils-plant
cultivation & oil
distillation

Pretoria, Gauteng

012 808 3061

27

Seda Essential Oils
Business Incubator
(SEOBI)

Essential Oils-plant
cultivation & oil
distillation

Nkandla, Kwazulu Natal 035 833 0412

28

Seda Limpopo Jewellery
Incubator (SLJI)

Jewellery
manufacturing

Polokwane, Limpopo

015 293 0214

29

Seda Nelson Mandela Bay ICT
ICT Incubator (SNMBICTI)

Port Elizabeth, Eastern
Cape

043 702 8200

30

Seda Platinum Incubator
(SPI)

Platinum Jewellery

Rustenburg, North West

014 597 0736

31

Seda Sugar Cane
Incubator SESUCI)

Sugar cane -plant
cultivation & sales

Nelspruit, Mpumalanga

013 753 7136

32

Soshanguve
Manufacturing
Technology
Demonstration Centre
(SMTDC)

Low-cost small scale
manufacturing

Soshanguve, Gauteng

087 076 8320
012 799 3233

33

SoftstartBTI (SBTI)

ICT

Midrand, Gauteng

011 695 4800

34

Timbali

Floriculture

Nelspruit, Mpumalanga

013 752 4247

35

Zenzele Technology
Demonstration Centre

Small scale Mining

Randburg, Gauteng

011 709 4674

36

Seed Container
Park(Secopa)

Mix Manufacturing

Diepkloof, Gauteng

087 351 8292
011 933 2173/2445
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37

Global Jewellery
Academy

Jewellery
Manufacturing

Lenasia, Gauteng

071 272 1487

38

Smartxchange

ICT

Durban, KZN

031 307 1998

39

Seda Alfred Nzo Agro
Manufacturing Incubator
(SANAMI)

Agro Processing

Mount Ayliff, Eastern
Cape

039 254 5181

40

Seda Atlantis Renewable
Business Incubator
(SEREBI)

Renewable Energy

Atlantis, Western Cape

082 334 1405

41

Seda Northern Cape
Diamond and Jewellery
Incubator

Jewellery

Kimberly, Northern Cape 053 839 4059

42

Ekurhuleni Jewellery
Incubator

Jewellery

East Rand, Gauteng
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011 825 5822

MAP OF INCUBATORS

2 LIMPOPO

5 MPUMALANGA

12

GAUTENG

1 NORTH WEST

1 FREE STATE

10 KWAZULU-NATAL

1 NORTHERN CAPE

7 EASTERN CAPE

3 WESTERN CAPE
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Seda NATIONAL OFFICE
Physical Address:
The Fields,
Office Block A,
1066 Burnett Street
Hatfield
0833
Pretoria
Postal Address:
P.O Box 56714
Arcadia
0007
Info Centre: 0860 103 703
Tel: 012 441 1000
Email: info@seda.org.za
Web: www.seda.org.za
Public Sector SMME Payment Assistance Hotline:
0860 SMME Pay or 0860 766 3729
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